
As I travel around the country
I love to “pop in” on any
archery pro shop I run

across. I have found that each one is
unique and I never fail to learn some-
thing different. Depending upon the
level of activity in the shop I normal-
ly just hang around observing the
operation. However if  time permits I
like to spend some time chatting with
the owner or employees, not as a
writer for ArrowTrade but simply as a
customer. 

On one such recent stop I com-
mented to the owner that I did not
see any target related archery equip-
ment in stock. “I would guess 90 per-
cent of my customers are strictly
bowhunters,” the owner replied. “I
really never got into target and I don’t
think my customers really care about
that side of archery.”

It is never my
intent to disagree
with the owner but to
simply listen and
observe in order to
get a better feel for
the overall archery
business environ-
ment. That is not to
say that I am without
an opinion based
upon my personal
business experience
and acceptable
proven business prac-
tices: At times I even
find myself biting my
tongue. Although it
was not my intent to
challenge this owner’s
opinion I found his
comments quite
interesting for a num-
ber of reasons. First of
all let’s just look at his
estimation that only
ten percent of his cus-

tomers might have any interest in
target equipment. Does that not rep-
resent a potential ten percent
increase in sales?

Let’s look at this situation from a
slightly different but easily under-
standable perspective. 

Approximately ten percent of the
world’s population is left-handed
with the official figures estimated at
between seven and nine percent.
When I operated my archery shop
my sales records indicated that one
in nine bows sold were left-handed
and each year I adjusted my invento-
ry of bows and accessories to reflect
that balance. I don’t think my sales
figures were at 11 percent, above the
high end of the population curve,
because there was something in the
local water supply that caused peo-
ple to be left-handed. The reason my

sales were high was simply because I
had left-handed equipment in stock.
Even today it is not uncommon to
find a shop that is unwilling to stock
left-handed equipment but orders it
only as required. On the other hand I
have visited shops that carry left-
handed equipment in stock at all
times and as a result enjoy increased
sales because left-handers know they
can buy what they need when they
need it without waiting for a special
order. While this same logic applies
to any potential market target
archery items are unique in several
regards. 

My wife and I were both accom-
plished bowhunters and tournament
shooters when we opened our
archery shop but our inventory was
still entirely focused on the
bowhunter. With the growing interest

Why Too Many Retailers 
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These high end Supreme target sights by Sure-Loc are the choice of
many archers seeking the ultimate in a solid fully adjustable and
accurate target sight. Featuring a super light titanium guide rod it is
micro-adjustable in precise and repeatable .002 of an inch incre-
ments. To match different personal taste and color schemes the
Supreme is offered in a variety of attractive target colors as well as in
a camo version.

The Scale Magnifier is an accesso-
ry offered by Sure-Loc that magni-
fies the vertical sight scale allow-
ing the user to make extremely
accurate adjustment to their sight
settings. Accessories such as this
allow the user to increase their
accuracy while providing excellent
add-on sales for dealers. Target
archers often are quick to pur-
chase any accessory that will help
them increase their score or tight-
en their group.
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in bowhunting and the lack of anoth-
er pro shop in our area our business
grew rapidly. Although we never
intended or even thought about
growing our business through adding
target equipment something strange
and totally unplanned occurred. 

People we met and interacted
with on the tournament circuit

began asking us
to order specific
target related
equipment and
soon we added selected items to our
inventory to service that segment of
our customers. Shortly we found our-
selves special ordering target bows
and as interest grew we added a few

of the more popular
models to our invento-
ry as well. Although we
were still bowhunting
focused we began to
see interest among our
bowhunting cus-
tomers in the target
gear. We had incorrect-
ly mentally divided our
customers into two
groups; bowhunters
and target archers. I
must admit that I
never even considered
the bowhunters as
potential target
archers in spite of the
fact that every target
archer I knew got into

the sport through his interest in
bowhunting, including myself.

As our target inventory grew
many of our established bowhunting
customers were asking questions
about tournament shooting and
looking intently at the target equip-
ment. While many of us think of the
archery industry in terms of
bowhunting it might be better to
think in terms of the sport of archery
which is made up of many different
facets. For insight into how target
archery equipment could increase
your sales ArrowTrade talked to man-
ufacturers and dealers and got some
diverse opinions.

TRU BALL
“While TRU Ball is known as the

manufacturer of quality hunting
releases TRU Ball dominates the
tournament scene as well,” said Ben
Summers, Director of Operations for
TRU Ball and an ATA Board member.

Overlook Target Archery
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By John Kasun

TRU Ball’s AX3000 target sight offers adjustments of .00156 of an
inch per click with .0625 of an inch per revolution of the dial pro-
viding the shooter with the ultimate in accuracy. This type of accu-
rate repeatable adjustment allows the shooter to “dial” his arrow
from the edge of the ten ring into the center with confidence. The
AX3000 features a quick change removal sight block with 2nd and
3rd axis adjustment. It also has rapid travel for quick elevation
adjustments when shooting rounds where each target is at a dif-
ferent distance. Its gib tension design means there are no screws to
adjust to eliminate movement in the sight block. The AX3000 is
also available with Mathews Harmonic Dampers.

The Quad Lite sight by Custom Bow Equipment offers three
inches of travel on a stainless steel quad-pitch screw for fast,
smooth adjustment. The sight offers infinitely adjustable eleva-
tion with locking system and scope leveling. The micro-adjust
windage offers .0025 of an inch adjustment and has an optional
3rd axis adjustment attachment. Custom Bow Equipment is
available from Scott Archery, the manufacturer of a complete
line of hunting and target releases.

While most hunters use trigger releases many target
shooters migrate towards back tension releases like this
Black Hole back tension release by Scott Archery from the
Longhorn series. While hunters tend to stick with one
release target shooters are quicker to try different styles
and new release offerings, leading to multiple sales.
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“In 2008 and 2009 TRU Ball releases
were used to win 20 major tourna-
ments in the Pro Divisions each year
with our nearest competitor winning
only 12. TRU Ball has given out over
$1,000,000 to date in contingency
money to tournament winners using
our releases. The question you might
ask is, ‘Why?’  Businesses who adver-
tise in the NASA Car circuit believe
that what people see win on Sunday
they will buy on Monday. TRU Ball’s
involvement in the tournament side
of archery keeps our name in front of

the public and recog-
nized as the choice of
those shooters that
demand only the best.
This product recogni-
tion also makes it easy for the dealer
that wants to expand their sales into
the target side of the sport.”

“Tournament shooters are much
more demanding than bowhunters

when it comes to the quality of their
equipment,” Summers continued.
“While we design our releases and
sights to satisfy the tournament
shooter we apply that same technol-
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TRU Ball’s new Absolute release offers a
head that can be locked down or allowed
to float through the shot. The locked down
mode provides comfort and balance while
the float-in-line mode provides comfort,
balance and the ultimate in accuracy as
the head floats in-line during the entire
shot sequence. The rotation of the release
does not influence either peep position or
nok position. This release will be a hot
mover among the target crowd.

The Hooter Shooter by Spot Hogg is the ultimate
shooting machine. It can provide one hole accura-
cy and is ideal for both testing equipment as well
as seeking the ultimate bow set-up. The dealer
that develops a target market would do well to
consider investing in a Hooter Shooter and using
it to diagnose tuning problems and as an add-on
service for his target customers for which they
will be more than willing to pay.

The Infinity rest by Spot Hogg is a
top of the line target rest. It features
no clamp micro-adjustable windage
and elevation, ease of use and pre-
cision adjustment. Spot Hogg says
the Infinity’s accuracy, durability
and dependability have made this
rest the top pick of serious archers.
It has spring loaded launchers with
adjustable tension and a built in
indicator that allows the archer to
check the performance of the rest
after the shot. Multiple .010 and
.008 inch thick blade launchers are
included with the rest. Shooters
who take up target archery quickly
begin considering rests that offer
solid design and infinite adjustabili-
ty allowing them to tune their
equipment for the ultimate perfor-
mance and accuracy.

The Tommy Hogg by Spot Hogg incorporates a solid hard
mount and micro-adjustable 2nd and 3rd axis adjustment. It
has both coarse and no tool micro-adjustable windage and
elevation. Its large easy to use yardage knob makes chang-
ing yardage quick and easy and the sight is available either
in single or multiple pin models.

Exposure to the advantages of target sight adjustability
leads many shooters to demand the same features in their
hunting equipment which leads to additional sales for the
dealer through equipment upgrades.

The Hogg Father by Spot Hogg features a quick release knob and
detachable dovetail bar. Micro-adjustable 2nd and 3rd axis provides
the ultimate in sight set up. No tool micro windage and elevation
adjustments are quick and convenient. The Hogg Father offers every-
thing the shooter demanding precision is looking for and is suitable for
both target and hunting.
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ogy to our entire line of products. As
a result the hunter is receiving the
best product available and has faith
and trust in the name TRU Ball.”

“The dealer that expands his
product line into target equipment
will basically add another season to
their business,” Summers added.
“Indoor shooting, 3-D and outdoor
tournaments all involve high dollar
bows, releases, stabilizers, sights and
associated accessories. By adding
target equipment to their product
line the dealer can actually use his
present customer base to increase
their sales as opposed to constantly
attempting to draw in new cus-
tomers.”

SPOT-HOGG
“Dealers can build their business

by expanding into new markets such
as target equipment,” said owner of
Spot-Hogg, Josh Johnson. “The pro
shops that are successful today are
the ones that are keeping up with
business trends and the latest equip-
ment technology. My entire back-

ground is based in competitive
shooting and I have applied that
experience to designing the best
equipment possible for both the tar-
get shooter and hunter.”

“Many dealers feel that their
responsibility basically ends when
the initial sale is complete,” Johnson
continued. “However I would chal-
lenge that logic and offer this thought
for consideration. A shooter that
does not do well often blames his
equipment and then the dealer. It
may not be right, but it is human
nature. The dealer who provides a
path by which his customers can
learn more about their equipment
and therefore become a better shoot-
er builds a better bond with that cus-
tomer, as well as increasing his sales.”

“Archers who are basic hunters
but get into target archery do so for a
simple reason,” Johnson stressed.
“They want to shoot better and more
accurately. To do so they buy a better
arrow rest, target release, higher
quality arrows and often a new bow
with target sight and stabilizers. As

they improve their shooting and
techniques they put what they have
learned right back into their hunting
equipment. That means they buy a
better hunting release and hunting
style arrow rest. They upgrade their
arrows and hunting sight and often
their bow as well. Once they learn
and understand the difference
between good equipment and the
best equipment available they will
not be satisfied until they own the
best. By promoting the target side of
archery the dealer really turns one
customer into three when you con-
sider his initial purchase, his target
purchase and his hunting equipment
upgrade.”

SPECIALTY ARCHERY
While Michael Anderson, general

manager of Specialty Archery is
presently on the manufacturing side
of the archery business he also has
spent time as a manager of the
archery department for a Scheels
sporting goods store. Personally he is
a dedicated bowhunter and accom-
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Visit us at the ATA Show 
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special pricing available at the show 

or if you call now: 877.353.8244
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Spectrum™ X
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plished competitive shooter. I guess
you could say he touched all the
bases and from that standpoint alone
I consider his opinion worth listen-
ing to.

“Like almost everyone else in
archery I started out as a bowhunter,”
explained Anderson. “I got into com-
petitive shooting because I wanted to
learn to be a better shot so I could in
turn be a better bowhunter. However
what I learned was that there was
much more to the sport of archery
then just bowhunting. I have com-
peted locally for about 25 years and
nationally for approximately 22
years. As I learned more about my
equipment, bow tuning and shooting
pressure I applied all of that knowl-
edge to my bowhunting. As a matter
of fact I sometime think I spend more
time tweaking my hunting gear then
I do tuning my target equipment.
While at one time I had a single pin
hunting sight set at 20 yards my sight

now has pins ranging from 20 to 70
yards. Remember if I can hit the spot
with my hunting gear at 70 yards a
normal hunting shot in the 20 to 30
yard range is about as hard as drop-
ping a bowling ball into a garbage
can.”

“Now that’s all nice but what
does it really mean?” stated

Anderson. “Bowhunters love to hunt
and they love to shoot their bows. By
helping expand their interest into the
target side of the sport the dealer is
giving them a chance to shoot more
and learn more about their equip-
ment. As a result they become better
bowhunters with more knowledge
and they are more accurate shooters.
While I was the manager of the
archery department for Scheels, a
major sporting goods store, I used
target archery as an opportunity to
not only educate my bowhunting
customers and expand their knowl-
edge and ability but to increase my
overall sales figures as well. It was a
win-win situation for me and it can
be a win-win situation for any dealer
who decides to offer his customers a
view into the target side of the
archery game.”

COPPER JOHN
“Archery is like golf; it’s additive”

laughed Doug Springer, co-owner of
Copper John. “If a dealer is successful
in introducing a hunter to target or
competitive archery they greatly
increase their sales potential.

www.lakewoodproducts.com             1-800-US BUILT (1-800-872-8458)

The designers at Specialty Archery LLC
know how vital it is to have a clear sight
picture, and they’ve developed two innov-
ative ways to accomplish that. Hunters
and 3-D shooters in the bowhunter classes
who are starting to have difficulty focus-
ing on both the animal and the pins can
sharpen the sight picture with the use of
one of five Verifier lenses. These tiny lens-
es screw into the Pro Series Peep above
just like they do into the Hooded Peep or
Super Ball Peep. Number 5 is the weakest,
number 9 the strongest.

For competitive archers using scopes to
shoot paper target faces, Specialty
Archery offers Clarifier lenses that work in
conjunction with the scope lens to sharpen
the image. Three powers are offered so
you can match them to the magnifying
power of your scope.

These same threaded peeps accept screw
in apertures, so archers can adjust to dif-
ferent lighting conditions on the range.

For target shooters scopes often replace
sight pins. Scopes come in a variety of
styles, powers and quality and offering yet
another item to generate sales among the
paper punchers. The molded Super D
housing above is from Specialty Archery.
Typically an archer would equip it with his
choice of lens and aim point before use. A
machined Pro Series scope housing from
the same firm incorporates a second axis
adjustment (see photo below.)

While hunters today typically choose
either a drop-away or full-capture rest,
many target archers prefer the simplicity
and repeatability offered by a shoot-
through or lizard tongue style. This
Bodoodle Timber Rattler II is new for 2010
from Specialty Archery, and varies from
the original Timber Rattler in that you can
change the angle of the launcher for
greater tuning control.
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lengths to improve their score and
the better they get the smaller the
margin for error and therefore the
greater lengths they are willing to go
to get those final few points or X’s.”

“For most dealers changing a
casual hunter into an archery enthu-
siast is really an easy task,” Springer
continued. “Again comparing it to
golf, the golfer is willing to go to any
length or spend any amount of
money to shave an extra stroke off
their score. Target archers are the
same in regard to their passion to
improve their number of tens or X’s.
The more time an archer spends
shooting the more money he spends
on equipment and range time and
equally as important the more he
spreads the word that archery is fun.
By promoting target archery a dealer
can create an entirely new market for
his business.”

FLYING ARROW SPORTS,
(Retailer, East Greenbush, NY)

As a pro shooter, archery shop
manager and former archery sales
representative Jim Despart brings a
well-rounded view to this subject. “It
has always been my feeling that most
archery shops do not promote target
archery enough,” said Despart.
“Because the focus of the dealer is on
selling bowhunting equipment they
overlook the overall sport of archery
which encompasses much more.
Many shop owners got into the busi-
ness based on their interest in
bowhunting and never really devel-
oped a complete business plan. For
an example let’s assume you decided

to open an archery pro shop but had
never bowhunted. For your plan to
be successful you would need to look
at the entire sport and not just one
segment. Although admittedly bow-
hunting is the largest segment of
archery, by developing all aspects of
the sport the dealer builds a wider
customer base and strengthens all
aspects of the sport and his business
as well.”

“Here at Flying Arrow Sports we
never wait for the
next bow season
to start,” Despart
continued. “As
soon as business
drops off with
the opening of
the present deer
season we start
pushing our
youth classes
with the focus
not on bowhunt-
ing but on build-
ing archers. As
the hunting sea-
son winds down
we start up our
indoor leagues to
draw the
bowhunter back
into the shop.
While it is true
the bowhunter
can use his hunt-
ing gear to shoot
leagues we also
stock various lev-
els of target
equipment for

those that want to upgrade. We have
found that the archers bitten by the
‘competitive bug’ will buy better
equipment in order to shoot higher
scores.”

“While building a target based
business is not easy, it is definitely an
effective way to increase your bottom
line” Despart stressed. “Pro shops are
associated with knowledgeable peo-
ple and that is not only the reason for
their attraction but also the reason

In many ways target archers are like bench rest rifle shooters, they are always experi-
menting and trying something new like the innovative 
D.I.S.H series of stabilizers offered by Doinker.

The D.I.S.H. (Distal, Interrupted, Stabilizer, Hub) is an 
all-new concept in stabilizer utility and performance.
The super-sized Hub acts like a Doinker on steroids as 
it battles bow torque, noise, vibration and shock.
Adding to this stabilizers unique concept is its 4.5-inch 
variable weight disc. By putting the weight at the 
distal end of the stabilizer, shooters are 
able to aim steadier and 
make the most of a 
stabilizer’s two main 
functions: stabilization 
prior to the shot and dampening after the arrow is released.
Black and Silver versions are offered in 2.5, 6, and 12-inch lengths 
and its unique design affords complete weight customization from 
a feathery 6 ounces, up to a robust 2 pounds, 14 ounces.

Copper John’s A.N.T.S.
target and 3D sight 
features a curved elevation 
frame promoting the same 
eye angle when moving the
scope from short to long distances. It also
has fine print laser engraved division lines,
micro drive windage and elevation, 3rd axis
leveling system and a quick disconnect scope
holder. It is available in both black and silver
and comes with an 8 inch extension. An 11
inch extension is also available.
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for their success. Dealers who decide
to add target equipment to their
inventory must realize that they need
to become as knowledgeable about
that equipment as they are about the
bowhunting gear they offer. The
beauty of moving a bowhunter into
target equipment is that you can bet
the farm that customer will ultimate-
ly upgrade his bowhunting gear to
match his new and improved shoot-
ing ability. He will no longer be satis-
fied with that release with trigger
travel or his old bowsight that does
not offer micro-adjustments. The
dealer who successfully promotes
target equipment sales actually turns
existing customers into new cus-
tomers.” 

CARTER ENTERPRISES
“Bowhunters believe that target

archers can’t hunt and target archers
believe that bowhunters can’t shoot,”
laughed Forrest Carter, Shop
Manager for Carter Enterprises, the
manufacturer of quality releases.
“The average bowhunter is often not
aware of the accuracy potential of
archery equipment. Mentally they
limit their shots to the 20 to 30 yard
range. Although those are the normal
hunting ranges properly executed
shots with well-tuned equipment are
accurate at much, much longer dis-
tances. The more a bowhunter learns
about his equipment and proper
shooting techniques the more accu-
rate and more confident he becomes
at all ranges and in essence he
becomes a better bowhunter. Target
archery is the best way for a
bowhunter to gain this knowledge
and skill. The dealer that promotes

target archery is not only doing his
customers a service he is also build-
ing a broader customer base for his
own business.”

SCOTT ARCHERY
Eric Riggs, Assistant Manager at

Scott Archery started his archery
career in target archery as a profes-
sional shooter. “I am one of those
rare cases who got into the sport
through target archery and not
bowhunting although today I am a
dedicated bowhunter as well,”
explained Riggs. “I think dealers
make a mistake when they think of
target archers and bowhunters as
two separate groups. I believe it is
more important to just get people
involved in the sport through any
means possible and let the person
determine their specific interest area.
Target archery is the perfect vehicle
for that to happen.”

“Scott makes both hunting and
target products and although hunt-
ing products make up the majority of
our sales we heavily promote the tar-
get side of the sport,” Riggs contin-
ued. “Scott’s popularity among the
winning shooters on the tournament

circuit promotes Scott’s credibility
for its products among all shooters.”    

LANCASTER 
ARCHERY SUPPLY,

(Retailer/distributor in
Lancaster, PA)

“Most archery shops focus
entirely on the bowhunting cus-
tomer,” Rob Kaufhold, owner of
Lancaster Archery Supply, explained.
“The problem is that bowhunting
sales are seasonal and it is difficult to
base a yearly business plan on the
profits made in just the third quarter.
While the answer to an expanded
business for many business owners is
diversification I decided that I didn’t
want to add fishing, guns or paint-
ball. I didn’t want to be a full line
sporting goods store; I wanted to be a
full line archery store. If you shot an
arrow I wanted you to be my friend
and a customer of my business.
However to succeed I knew I needed
to focus on every avenue that archery
offered. I decided to capitalize on my
years of personal involvement in tar-
get archery both in this country and
abroad. I knew that I had both the
knowledge and the contacts to suc-
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Carter’s The Only release was introduced
last year and has both 35 degrees of head
angle adjustment and the ability to vary
the firing speed through what the compa-
ny calls Variable Crescent Technology.

As they upgrade their bow and accessories customers may also want to order new, high
precision arrows. The X10 ProTour from Easton is a carbon/allow arrow, while the FatBoy
is all carbon. You’ll find 15 other arrow choices from the “target” side of Easton Technical
Products.

Competitive shooting
attracts a wide fan base
who want to see the
shooting but also the
equipment the shooters
are using. Thomas
Crowe, Pro Staff Shooter
for Mathews, is shown
here before a standing
room only crowd
preparing to take his
next shot.
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cessfully develop the target and 3D
archery side of the business. I also
believe that to be successful every
business has to grow it own cus-
tomers and I felt that the more peo-
ple I could get involved in archery
the more potential customers I
would have.”

“No one business is ever going to
be able to have the whole pie to
themselves,” Kaufhold said philo-
sophically. “We all have to be satis-
fied with just a piece, however the
bigger the pie the bigger everyone’s
piece becomes. I wanted to make a

bigger archery pie and the best way
to do that was to bring more people
into the sport. With the hunting pop-
ulation aging and the future of hunt-
ing itself facing changes with
decreasing available lands and pub-
lic perception problems I want to do
all I can to make archery a recre-
ational sport that continually attracts
more people.”

“Lancaster Archery Supply sup-
ports all the major archery tourna-
ments,” said Kaufhold. “In addition
each year we hold the Lancaster
Indoor Classic in our shooting cen-
ter. The event draws between 150
and 250 shooters who share over
$35,000 in prize money and door
prizes. Mathews and PSE also pro-
vided bonus money of $5,000, $3,000
or $2,000 respectively for any win-
ners placing first, second or third
who were shooting one of their
bows.”

“Aside from supporting the tour-
naments we also conduct workshops
and provide technical assistance for
shooters,” Kaufhold continued.
“Larry Wise, who is well known as a
tournament shooter, author and
coach, has conducted his Core
Archery School at our Lancaster
Archery Shooting Center. In addition
to archery workshops and seminars,
we also do equipment analysis using
our high speed photography capabil-
ities. We use our facility to help both
archers and dealers learn how to set
up and use their equipment at its
peak performance. We do everything
we can to not only promote
bowhunting but to promote archery
overall in every way possible. The
bigger the sport of archery becomes
the better it is for all dealers and
manufacturers.”

EAST versus WEST
During the research for this fea-

ture one interesting difference
became apparent between hunters
from the east and hunters from the
west. Eastern whitetail hunters are
accustomed to hunting shots in the
20 to 30 yard range and they set their
equipment up and practice accord-
ingly. Western elk and mule deer
hunters on the other hand encounter
much longer range hunting opportu-

nities with 40 yards often being a
close shot with 50 and 60 yard shots
being the norm and shots at 70 yards
a distinct possibility. These hunters
tune their equipment and practice
for these longer ranges. As a result
they tend to use high end arrow rests,
releases and sights with features nor-
mally associated with target equip-
ment. They do so because they are
seeking the ultimate in accuracy.
However this western logic has appli-
cation in the east for both hunters
and dealers alike.

I have a good friend and fellow
outdoor writer that is a dedicated
and successful bowhunter. He shoots
between 12 and 24 shots from his
hunting bow every day all year long.
He does this to maintain his hunting
shooting skill. However when we met
he limited his shooting to 25 yards or
less, his normal hunting range. He
was surprised to learn that during
the summer I used my target equip-
ment and did all of my shooting at 60
yards. Late in the summer I switched
to my bowhunting gear but practiced
from 40 yards. I explained that by
practicing at longer ranges any tun-
ing or shooting technique problems
were quickly identified. Long range
shooting made me more confident
and more accurate at the normally
shorter eastern hunting ranges.
Reluctantly he stepped back to 30
and eventually 35 yards for his prac-
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Alpine Archery is one of the many manu-
facturers that offer target specific models.
Alpine’s popular Ventura target model has
posted numerous wins in the IBO, ASA and
NFAA circuits. The Ventura incorporates all
Alpine’s technologically advanced features
offering the shooter the very best the com-
pany has in potential accuracy.
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tice. He said his shorter range 20
and 25 yard shooting improved dra-
matically as did his confidence by
practicing and tuning for the longer
ranges.

None of this is intended to
encourage long irresponsible shots
but rather to introduce the
bowhunter to the accuracy potential
of today’s archery equipment, make
him a better bowhunter and maybe
even encourage him to
investigate the target side of archery.  

TESTING 
THE TARGET WATERS
While adding target equipment

to your inventory may be desirable
simply hanging it on the wall is not
going to guarantee a sale. The sport
of bowhunting in essence promotes
itself but the dealer must initiate and
develop the target archery market. If
you have indoor lanes start a paper
target league. Nothing gets competi-
tive juices flowing like keeping score.
If the space is available at your loca-
tion set up an outdoor range and
schedule some competitive shoots.
Support or organize shoots at any
local clubs, anything to generate
interest and get people shooting.
Once archers are shooting and keep-
ing score they will naturally try to
improve. 

Archers bitten by the competi-
tive bug will start shooting more and
will be looking for equipment best
suited to produce tighter groups and
higher scores. Releases, sights and
arrow rests are normally the first
items that are considered. Target
releases are normally smoother with
less travel and constant trigger pres-
sures. They also can cost two to three
times as much as a conventional
hunting release but offer higher
mark-ups. Target arrow rests will fea-

ture infinite adjustability for ultimate
tuning. While hunters are used to
multiple pin sights target sights nor-
mally feature magnifying scopes and
single point aiming. High end target
sights also offer fine adjustments
which can be easily repeated for the
ultimate in accuracy.

Competitive shooters will also be
looking for higher priced arrows with
tighter tolerances that help provide
smaller groups. Rounding out the list
will be tournament bows with target
stabilizers and finally color coordi-
nated accessories. Every dealer I
encounter complains about compe-
tition from the big-box stores when it
comes to hunting gear. However big-
box stores do not offer quality target
equipment or for that matter even
high end hunting sights and releases.
The dealer that develops a target side
to their business will help drive a
wedge between their customers and
the big-box store and catalog sales. 

Because many of the manufac-
turers of high end target equipment
such as sights and releases also offer
hunting gear dealers can use this
connection to their advantage. A
dealer selling brand “X” releases
needs to check to see what target
releases the manufacturer offers as
well. It may be easier to sell their cus-

tomer a different model of brand “X”
then to introduce them to an entirely
new series of releases. Taking some
time to talk to your present equip-
ment suppliers about the target
equipment they offer can make the
transition quite a bit easier than sim-
ply taking shots in the dark concern-
ing what to stock. 

SUMMARY
The turnover rate among

bowhunters is normally between
three and four years. If after that time
hunters have not been successful or
have not developed a strong interest
in archery they have a tendency to
drop out of the sport or may only
hunt occasionally. In either case they
either will not be buying new equip-
ment or will be the type of customer
who shows up once a year to buy
three arrows or get a new string on
their bow. 

Based on these facts the dealer is
forced to recruit a new customer to
fill that customer’s place which is an
ongoing and often difficult task.
However if that customer could be
retained by either making him a bet-
ter bowhunter or an archery enthusi-
ast he will remain a constant in the
dealer’s customer base. The efforts of
attracting new customers would now
actually expand the customer base
and not be used to simply support
shrinking customer numbers.

There is no magic wand or one-
size-fits-all answer when it comes to
business. However I know personally
what an important part target equip-
ment sales played in my own busi-
ness. Although I have long since sold
my shop I remain active as a
bowhunter and shoot an occasional

While hunters are camo conscious they often mix patterns. Target shooters on the
other hand tend to color coordinate their equipment opening up more selling options
for dealers. These are color choices in scope housings from Shibuya, a Japanese firm
that offers a range of tournament sights from entry level to top end.

Tru-Fire is best known for its wide line of wrist-strap style releases favored by hunters,
like the Edge Buckle Foldback model at left. The company says it’s 3D Hunter hand-held
release at right can rival the feel of “target” releases costing twice as much. The head of
the release rotates 360 degrees or can be locked in any position with a setscrew.
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tournament when time permits. Two
years ago I shot in a local charity tour-
nament using my target gear although
all of the other participants were
bowhunters who were using their nor-
mal bowhunting gear. We all had a
great time shooting and I made it clear

I was just shooting for fun and was not
officially competing. Everyone
enjoyed themselves with a lot of heck-
ling and kidding going on. However
after the shoot several of the
bowhunters came over to get a closer
look at my target equipment and ask

specific questions, even writing down
the name of my sight and release. I
really did not give it much thought
until this year when I again showed up
at the tournament and noticed the
number of shooters who had bought
target sights and were sporting tour-
nament style releases and one even
had a new target bow completely
decked out. They were anxious to
show me the changes they made in
their equipment and eager to tell me
about how their shooting had
improved. This is the perfect example
of a potential market that just has to
be tapped into. The final decision is
up to you, the dealer. Is your shop
right on target? 

Editor’s Note: In addition to his
writing duties, John Kasun is an out-
door seminar speaker and a business
consultant with experience in corpo-
rations large and small. He can be
reached at 126 Acorn Lane,
Duncansville, PA 16635, by phone at
(814) 695-5784 or by email at
kasun@atlanticbb.net.

Feather Vision is
a supplier of lens-
es for archery
scopes and it
serves sight and
scope manufac-
turers as an OEM
supplier. Feather
Vision also sells
replacement lens-
es to archers who
need a different
diopter (power),
who need to
replace a dam-
aged lens or who
want to upgrade
to a higher quali-
ty lens from the lens that came with their scope. The firm sells lenses in eight different
series, each with different materials and coatings. Lens tinting and drilling for fiber optic
aim points are also offered. For an informative catalog, call (866) FVI LENS.
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